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Objectives & Technical Approach

- Safe, thriving homestead through a large, distributed architecture with ample resources for science, exploration, growth, in-situ technology development and time margin for contingencies
- Two nearby villages of 18, for 36 total crew. Collaborate daily, can rescue each other if needed
- Mars Makerspace and resource pipelines to enable >90% in-situ manufacturability of ECLSS
- Modular (initial) and tunnel (final) habitat concepts to minimize radiation dose, maximize surface time
- Mars Mission Control: ‘Houston’ will be on Mars.

Key Design Details & Innovations

- 5828 T total mass transported in 81 Mars cargo flights using Starship, peaking at 13 launches per month
- Energy-rich, water-rich, food-rich and time-rich: 5 x 5MWe, 7,000 T water in distributed storage, 800m² of growing area, 17.1 mission value full-time equivalent persons on Mars (MVFT), 10.8 contingency FTE
- Detailed modeling of small and large mission architectures shows that only large architectures offer all three of: value, safety and sustainability
- Models include: high-fidelity crew time, mission-sizing and costing model; and a low-to-medium fidelity in-situ manufacturing and Earth resupply model
- The Pale Red Dot concept was tested in a low-fidelity Mars analog in Maine, May 27th – June 1st, 2023

90% manufacturable ECLSS with similar and dissimilar redundancy

Multi-Village Tradespace of Mission Value, Unutilized Time as proxy for safety, and Mission Cost

3 villages 63 crew
2 villages 42 crew
2 villages 30 crew
2 villages 24 crew
2 villages 18 crew
2 villages 12 crew

Single Village Architectures

Safety: Unutilized crew time after observing all work, science and personal time (FTE person)

Schedule

- 2024-2030: Precursors, Artemis demonstrations
- 2030-2037: Technology demonstrations at site
- 2032-2039: Robotic deployment of surface assets
- 2039: First crew launch, land in 2040
- 2040-2042: Surface operations from modular habitats
- 2043-2050: Surface operations from tunnel habitats
- 2046: 1/3 of 2nd crew arrives for knowledge transfer
- 2048: rest of 2nd crew arrives for knowledge transfer
- 2050: Second crew arrives, handover, 1st crew departs

Costs to be shared with international partners

Lifecycle cost for two 36-person ‘Artemis Accords’ crews from 2023 – 2050 is $81,148 million. Lifecycle cost per full-time-equivalent person per year available for science, exploration and growth activities on Mars is $290 million.
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1 Executive Summary

We propose a ten-year Mars mission to establish Earth-independence and support efficient, safe, and sustainable science and exploration goals. The campaign would be supported by 5 tons of supplies every two years and would involve a series of precursor missions, starting with the Artemis program, followed by robotic missions to perform site surveys and selection, de-risk technologies, and to start stockpiling in-situ water and propellant. Robotic Cargo Starships would depart in 2035 to deliver and deploy habitats, nuclear microreactors, farm modules, manufacturing and ISRU systems. In 2040, two Crew Starships carrying 36 persons would land on Mars to establish two close-proximity villages. The mission costs $81 billion with a peak annual cost of $6.6 billion.

The risks to human life and to critical systems increase exponentially over a minimally-resupplied, 7-10 year mission to Mars. Our approach focused on identifying capabilities to mitigate known and unknown risks. Using a high-fidelity crew time model, we found that large architectures, with their economies of scale and productivity gains from specialization, are essential to support the necessary capabilities with resilience. The model also shows that small 7-year missions of 12 persons or less cannot provide value in terms of free surface traverse time for science and exploration.

Given the necessity of a large, complex architecture, we then sought out efficiencies and synergies (value engineering) in order to make the mission feasible and affordable. In the process, we discovered more benefits that are enabled only by large missions, including the creation of a true community on Mars with sufficient social complexity for humans to thrive, and the geopolitically compelling option to include crew from every Artemis Accords signatory in the first human mission to Mars. When history comes calling, the United States and its international partners are capable of rising to the challenge of large logistical campaigns: the Berlin Airlift and the D-Day Normandy landings were large not by choice, but by the need of assurance of mission success. The challenge we address with Pale Red Dot is to provide a rationale, design and project plan for a necessarily large and complex, yet effective, feasible and affordable campaign.

2 Stakeholders Analysis

Alignment with NASA Strategy: Analysis of RASC-AL theme requirements and driving requirements for NASA’s Moon to Mars Strategy and Artemis Program [139] results in recurring theme objectives to be addressed in this architecture, including:

RT-1 International and Industry Collaboration: partner with international community and U.S. industry to achieve common goals and objectives.
RT-2 Crew Return: return crews safely to Earth while mitigating adverse impacts to crew health.
RT-3 Crew Time: maximize crew time available for science and engineering activities.
RT-4 Maintainability: when practical, design systems for maintainability, reuse, and/or recycling to support the long-term sustainability of operations and increase Earth independence.
RT-5 Responsible Use: conduct activities for the exploration and use of space for peaceful purposes consistent with international obligations and principles for responsible behavior in space.
RT-6 Interoperability: enable interoperability and commonality (technical, operations and process standards) among systems, elements, and crews throughout the campaign.
RT-7 Leverage Low-Earth Orbit: leverage existing infrastructure to support Moon to Mars activities.
RT-8 Commerce and Space Development: foster the expansion of the economic sphere beyond Earth orbit to support U.S. industry and innovation.

Our Pale Red Dot architecture meets all these requirements, in addition to the theme requirements. Value to NASA: Science, Exploration, Earth-independence and Mission Safety: Following the principle of “architecting from the right”, our mission design aimed to maximize mission-value full-time equivalent (MVFTE) personnel hours dedicated to science, exploration, growth and in-situ technology development objectives, meeting NASA’s stated Science-Enabling and Applied Science Goals [139] as well as other stakeholders’ similar goals [75,94]. Inclusion adds scientific output and mission value to NASA and other stakeholders. Further, in the event of contingencies or emergencies, the personnel hours earmarked for mission value represent invaluable ‘surge capacity’ which supports a broad range of self-rescue operating modes and capabilities.

3 Requirements, Lifecycle Properties and Design Principles

Compliance with Theme Requirements: In addition to the overarching themes stated above, specific RASC-AL requirements for the Homesteading Mars theme are met in this architecture. These include a 7-year minimum surface mission duration for a crew of at least 4, with first crewed
landing by 2040; first crew return by 2050; establishment of a continuous human presence on the Martian surface; a maximum of 2 years’ worth of logistics and spares deployed prior to or at the start of the crewed mission; and a maximum of 5000 kg resupply from Earth every 2 years. Crew time and resupply limits were identified as primary constraints for the mission, and thus, architecture components are designed to minimize resupply needs and enhance crew productivity.

**Relevant NASA requirements that generally apply in human space exploration:** NASA’s current career space permissible exposure limit for spaceflight radiation is 600 mSv\[137\], while other space agencies use 1000 mSv\[195\]. As the key stakeholder is NASA, we have decided to design to the NASA limit. Sterilization procedures and monitoring of all open-loop components will be included to prevent forward contamination and follow accepted procedures for planetary protection[66]. Crew scheduling constraints will follow ISS schedules in nominal times (i.e. 8.5 hours/day for sleep, 1.5 consecutive days off/week)\[137\], however in what follows, we have calculated crew time margins using the minimum sleep recommendation for adults of 7 hours/day set by the National Sleep Foundation[88], so as to give smaller architectures an opportunity to work.

**A close look at the interplay of all theme requirements:** We reviewed the literature for past Mars surface architectures and found that nearly all NASA-sanctioned architectures involved a crew of between four to six \[33, 56, 71, 157, 184\], for surface stays of no more than 500 days, and with the food source mostly shelf-stable, freeze-dried food brought from Earth. Juxtaposing this history against the new requirement for a 7-year minimum stay with minimal resupply and for limited pre-positioned spares and food, we decided to first investigate whether small architectures would actually have sufficient crew time to cope with repairs, maintenance, agriculture, as well as science, especially in the face of contingencies or emergencies that are bound to occur over the long 7-year stay and which might need to be addressed immediately. Literature on crew time utilization for Mars surface missions did not settle the matter as agriculture, in-situ manufacturing and crew time margin to deal with contingencies was not included in the crew time studies we reviewed \[77, 78, 126, 174, 175\]. We also noted that larger architectures may now be feasible and affordable given the ongoing development of a fully reusable transportation system, SpaceX’s Starship \[83\], which is also the descent element for Artemis selected by NASA. For these reasons, we developed two innovative models to enable us to explore the design space for architectures from very small to very large: a high-fidelity crew time, mission sizing and mission costing model, coupled to a low-to-medium fidelity in-situ manufacturing and Earth resupply model. From this investigation, it is clear that crew time availability can easily become the driving constraint of all crewed architectures.

**Pale Red Dot targeted Lifecycle Properties and Design Principles:** Based on our analysis, the following design principles guided all architectural decisions for Pale Red Dot: high manufacturability and maintainability, modularity and commonality, and resilience through redundancy and healthy margins in systems, productive capacities, crew time, and commodity stockpiles.

## 4 Architectural Vision and Robustness

With the realities imposed by the theme requirements, as discussed above, we decided to investigate architectures of various sizes, including larger architectures that are not well represented in the literature. In addition, mission abort from Mars would take many months, if it is even possible at the time of the event \[33\]. It is therefore paramount to provide the crew with self-rescue capabilities and multiple options to deal with contingencies and emergencies. So we decided to also investigate multi-site architectures, an option that is even less explored in the literature.

**The Pale Red Dot vision:** Consistent with the above, the Pale Red Dot vision is for at least two energy-rich, water-rich, food-rich and capability-rich villages who can support themselves with minimal resupply from Earth. We envision our crews producing all the food and all the components they need for indefinite sustainment, while reserving substantial free time for thriving, growth and dealing with contingencies or emergencies.

**Designed for Manufacturability and Maintainability:** In Pale Red Dot, crew members would provide the necessary labor to maintain all the systems, while also maintaining their physical and mental well-being by expanding their habitat, adding to their stocks of resources, exploring and investigating Mars, and engaging in leisure activities. Systems are "designed for manufacturability" using 90% Mars mass content, with crew maintenance facilitated by a Mars Makerspace; supplemented by strategic imports of low-mass, high-complexity parts from Earth.

**Thriving, not just surviving:** Every aspect of Pale Red Dot is designed using human-centered principles to help foster the healthy psycho-social development of the 36 persons on Mars. How-
ever, thriving requires the presence of an adequately-sized group, where labor surplus is generated and diverse individuals contribute both breadth and depth of skills and unique quality-of-life improvements to the community as a whole.

5 Model assumptions, description and results

Questions addressed by model: We designed the model to support a search for answers to the most critical questions regarding the cost and benefit of different architectures. For each possible mission architecture of different scale, it is important to know what is the resupply requirement? Where should they live? Should they make all their food in situ, and if so what are all the implications, including for crew time and life support? What radiation dose will the average person receive, given a science program which scales up for larger missions, but less than linearly? What is the total burden on crew time from all activities, personal and work? How will they maintain their systems, with what equipment, and how much of their time will be needed? What will it cost to develop, transport, operate and sustain all the equipment and crew? Additionally, what transportation architecture should be used to optimize both cost and radiation dose during transit?

Modeling approach: When designing scenarios of different sizes for evaluation, we prioritized safety and crew health, ensuring that science capabilities are only considered once safety and health needs are fulfilled. Thus, we first modeled and optimized the transit with the goals of minimizing radiation exposure for the crew and minimizing the number of cargo launches. Then, we used the same transit assumptions with all surface architectures of all sizes, to evaluate them for lifetime cost and radiation dose on an equal footing. Specific assumptions came from sources including NASA BVAD [63], the Human Spaceflight Mission Analysis book by Larsen et al [103, 104, 105], and miscellaneous sources cited within the model documentation. The highest-fidelity part of the model is the crew time submodel which was built using the lists of hundreds of Mars surface tasks developed by Stuster et al [175] as a starting point. The model, including all assumptions and calculations, is implemented in Excel and provided in the Appendix F.

All our calculations and the full table of results are shown in Appendix F, while selected results are summarized in Figures 1a and 1b and Table 1.

Figure 1: Tradespace analysis of small, large, single-site and multi-site mission architectures. Every hexagon is one architecture, with area proportional to Mission Value FTE (MVFTE). Key to the hexagonal stoplight colors, using compass directions: N = Effective Dose of radiation absorbed by crew over duration of mission (green if <600mSv). NE = Resupply demand (green if<5mt/2r). SE = Workweek length (green if <50hrs/wk). S = Carrying capacity growth (red if none). SW = Max FTE for surface time (red if none). NW = Unutilized FTE (red if none).

Model Results: Three viable architecture options for the Mars mission were identified: one village of 21, or two villages of either 18 or 21 each. Two-village options offer redundancy and an opportunity to establish norms of peaceful inter-communal relations from the onset. The 36-crew, two-village mission was selected due to its cost-effectiveness, high mission value, and unallocated crew time for contingencies. It is feasible within NASA's Human Space Flight (HSF) budgets and
includes the potential for cost-sharing with partners like ESA and JAXA.

After accounting for personal and social time, survival-related work, and science tasks, the work-week is 48 hours. More metrics and comparisons are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. Large missions correlate with safety and value, thanks to economies of scale, specialization, and high manufacturability of systems from local resources. They also allow for the construction of permanent, zero-radiation habitats, promoting crew health and enhancing mission value.

The mission strategy includes precursor investigations and in-situ production of spare parts, with crew arrival slated for 2040 to allow sufficient time to mature low-TRL critical tunneling and habitat technologies. Collaboration in cost-sharing and risk mitigation presents a valuable proposition to NASA’s international and commercial partners.

Table 1: Comparison table of metrics for 3 down-selected architectures. Note: where there was a need to manufacture life support systems for growth, this was modeled up to the outfitting need or to resupply limit, whichever came first.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE-VILLAGE</td>
<td>21 crew, 1 village</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td>$4,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MULTI-VILLAGE</td>
<td>36 crew in 2 villages</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>$81</td>
<td>$6,639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42 crew in 2 villages</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>$84</td>
<td>$6,907</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Concept of Operations and Contingency Planning

**Inter-village collaboration**: To set norms and to maximize efficiency, the two villages will collaborate on a daily basis, so they must be near enough for visiting on foot. Each will gradually build out radiation-proof underground tunnel habitats, and in the future it may be decided to interconnect the tunnel networks. During nominal operations, both villages stockpile water, food, and build-ahead spare life support systems that could be used to expand the habitat by building new pressurized volume, or to expand the carrying capacity of the existing habitat. The goal of stockpiling is to increase the time and options available to react to contingencies. In the event of a catastrophic emergency affecting one of the villages, the excess productive capacities, stockpiled resources and crew time of the other village can be employed to rescue the crew and avoid an abort of the entire mission back to Earth.

**Campaign Timeline**: Figure 2 shows the complete CONOPS for the 10-year surface stay, with associated precursor and robotic deployment missions. Select components are summarized below.

**Starship operations from launch to pre-TMI**: We will use the current SpaceX CONOPS for orbital refilling of cargo and crew Starships [83]. We assume that crew boards the Transit Starship once it is fully fueled, and that Crew Starships always initiate Trans-Mars Injection from 200 x 75000 HEO with a full load of propellant in the tanks, with the TMI burn at perigee. To minimize radiation exposure, we split the crew in two Starships and add a 71-ton 35cm polyethylene shield, resulting in a 113-day transit (Fig 2). Key technologies that need to be matured are Starship orbital flight, orbital propellant transfer, crew rendezvous in HEO and propulsive EDL on other bodies. All are scheduled to be tested as part of Artemis. We recognize that our architecture is predicated on Starship technology or an equivalent system from other US commercial companies.

**Precursors phase**: Precursors at Gateway and Artemis Base Camp will de-risk our Transit Starship design, and help mature the Westinghouse eVinci 5MW microreactors, our life support system modules, as well as our systems and CONOPS for civil engineering works. Mars orbital and surface precursors will be used to select one of five shortlisted candidate landing sites, by landing five rovers to obtain ground truth data for presence of water ice, rock composition, and surface radiation, among other features. Final technology demonstrations of key technologies, including power, ISRU and tunneling equipment, will take place at the downselected site.

**Robotic infrastructure deployment phase**: Our novel 'Starcrane' concept of operations for the large-scale delivery of modules and equipment to Mars is shown in Fig. 2. Robotic surface infrastructure will lay the foundation for the architecture including automated site preparation by creating landings pads and berms, roads, and preliminary site layouts. This is followed by pre-emplacement of assets including surface power, BART & MARGE, Water rovers, habitable rovers, as well as 30T - 50T modules for habitation, farming, science, mission control, commons, hygiene,
medical, makerspaces and logistics. Finally, electric roadheaders for permanent habitat tunneling will be delivered, power grid elements positioned and connected, and tanks filled.

**First crew transit and EDL phase:** After embarking the Transit Crew Starship in HEO, the crew will continue on a faster, non-Hohmann, 113-day interplanetary trajectory with the objective of minimizing radiation exposure in transit. Two Crew Starships will travel together with members from both villages on board, such that inter-village relationships are established during transit. Interior design of Starships will balance privacy with common spaces, for socialization, recreation, and collaborative mission planning. VR facilities will be available for communication with family and friends on Earth. The EDL phase will be performed via direct atmospheric EDL preceded by a propulsive capture to ensure a soft and on-target landing for the crew. Landing pads and surrounding berms were already constructed autonomously by robotic infrastructure in anticipation of crew arrival, with abort Crew Starships pre-emplaced in case of a contingency.

**Surface stay phase:** The surface stay phase will begin with establishment of Mars Mission Control (MMC) on Mars to direct all surface operations without communication delays. MMC will communicate with Houston-based Mission Support via a high-bandwidth optical data network, relying on timely maturation of technologies demonstrated by the recent TBRD mission [180]. After a short recovery period in the transit Starships (<1 month), crew will move into their pre-deployed intermediate habitats. All intermediate habitats have integrated 3m water tanks in their roof for radiation shielding, thermal mass and thermal management, and water-rich security; these were filled by the water rovers during the cargo delivery phase. Habitat modules will be organized radially around the mission control hub as shown in Fig. 4 including spaces for farming, industry, science experiments, socialization, physical exercise, quiet reflection, medical support, as well as private quarters, enabling an enriched daily routine that balances survival, science, self-expression, and social cohesion. By the end of year 2, the adjoining tunnel habitats and farms will be ready and interconnected with their village, enabling additional quality-of-life improvements while enhancing radiation protection and general habitat safety. Constructing the additional tunnelled habitats will strengthen sense of mastery, personal agency, collective autonomy, and collective responsibility, while serving as a shared aspirational objective that drives a team spirit and future orientation.

**Crew Handover:** To maximize the expanded living spaces and carrying capacity, one-third of the second crew will arrive in Dec 2046, with the remaining crew members joining in Dec 2048 for knowledge transfer and to bring new perspectives, enriching the social space.

**Return transit phase:** Return transit will closely parallel initial crew transit with an initial Transit Crew Starship launch to HMO, orbital refueling, and crew transfer to the Starship in HMO. The return transit trajectory will also seek to minimize radiation exposure with a non-Hohmann trajectory. Transit time can be traded with payload and propellant availability as shown in Fig. 2. Special attention will be given to Earth’s EDL due to the extended presence of crews in reduced and microgravity. The mission concludes with crew reception and reconditioning on Earth.

### 7 Surface System Architecture

The surface architecture includes all habitat modules (pre-deployed intermediate habitats and tunnel final habitats), surface mobility systems (Habitable Rovers, civil works rovers, roadheaders), ISRU capabilities, surface power systems, and launch and landing zones.

**Human-centered development for a thriving settlement:** Design of human systems will prioritize the development of psychological and community resilience [113]. Crew members will receive preparatory training in core psycho-social competencies that will enable wellbeing and effectiveness. Crew will be assigned to two of 12 teams per village for primary and secondary survival-related specializations, such as farmer, machinist, medic, Mission Controller, etc. mitigating productivity losses from task switching as well as adding resilience through redundancy in daily operations. Each person will also choose an expression-related profession such as fitness instructor, interior designer, gardener, chef, etc. through which quality-of-life improvements will be offered to the community [115]. The two villages will interact regularly using the 12 rovers and airlocks, promoting social interaction and shared activities among crew members. Community resilience and a sense of belonging will be fostered through mutual support, shared work activities, and the establishment of long-term goals through community-wide visioning activities. Conflict prevention and resolution will be achieved through clear and equitable division of responsibilities, empathy, diversity appreciation, mediation, countering stereotypes, and, whenever conflict does occur, healing dialogues for reconciliation [43].
Location selection for purpose of exposition of architecture: We reviewed 27 initial site candidates from the NASA Exploration Zone 2015 and NASA-SpaceX 2019 workshops and down-selected to 5 sites based on: water ice, elevation, radiation, temperature, rock type for tunneling, surface level concentrations of potassium and iron, and thermal inertia. All five will be investigated in the precursor phase using remote sensing and Perseverance-class rovers. Our current frontrunner is Deuteronilus Mensae [81], but other sites may become the primary following the precursor phase. We have provisionally selected sites for the villages at altitude -3166m near a glacier water source, with a steep hill that may be suitable for tunneling. The locations are 39.342N, 24.721E and 39.347N, 24.721E, Fig. 3.

Civil Works: Roads, Berms, Landing Pads, Power and Heat Distribution: This is a key activity and we have provided for 7 civil works rovers with high commonality to our other industrial and tunneling-mining rovers. A detailed study remains future work. We assess that there is strong feed-forward between similar activities on the Moon which could be leveraged.

Energy Production, Storage and Distribution: The proposed architecture consists of two power plants, each housing up to three nuclear microreactors. Each reactor can deliver 5 MW of electrical power and approximately 13MW of thermal power. The dual-redundant power generation and distribution systems ensure reliability and reserve capacity for future growth. We plan to use a modified version of the “nuclear battery” design, like the one under development in the DoD's project Pele[189], capable of semi-autonomous operation. The Mars version of the microreactor, selected as Westinghouse's eVinci Microreactor (Fig. 3), will need a 106 sq.m. radiator for excess heat, robotic installation and refueling, autonomous control and remote monitoring.

Surface Mobility: We include 6 Habitable Rovers per village. These can be based on designs being currently matured by NASA, ESA, JAXA and their commercial partners. We assume commonality between their ECLSS and habitat ECLSS, endurance of three weeks, commonality with BART [69] chassis, docking ports to dock with habitat modules for shirtsleeve access, and 3 suitports per rover. Rover design will enable long traverses and a large number of rovers will support many emergency CONOPS and enable on-demand trips between the villages, enabling interactions for co-work (e.g., machinists gathering in one or other village for batch production runs), trade (e.g., trading specialist herbs or fruits) and recreation (e.g., visiting the bar of the other village, which will have a different bar menu). All this will contribute to normalization of harmonious inter-village relations and, therefore, prevention of conflict.

Mars Makerspace: For a seven-year mission to Mars, all systems must either be highly reliable, or highly manufacturable using Mars resources, or both. Even with highly reliable and state-of-the-art systems, the 2.5 tons/year resupply limit presents an almost insurmountable challenge. As a simple case study, we estimated that merely providing the steel picks consumed during tunnel excavation would require 7.5t of resupply. In contrast, an ISRU process would only require 30kg of critical consumables for the same output. In our architecture, we intend to utilize both high reliability of the energy and makerspace systems, and extensive utilization of in-situ resources to fabricate high-mass parts, combining them with low-mass, high-complexity parts from Earth to maintain habitat, farm and life support systems and build new ones for the purpose of expansion. This capability mix is proposed to increase independence from Earth and ensure the crew’s safety.

Makerspace - from in-situ resources to feedstock materials: Feedstock materials including steel, concrete, polyethylene and rockwool will be required for construction of the tunnels and for the fabrication of parts that will be used to build or repair systems required by the villages. These will be high-volume materials and also sufficiently simple to make on Mars [152, 153]. To create and recycle steel for tunneling and other uses, we will take advantage of our energy-rich design to include a molten regolith electrolysis (MRE) reactor and an electric arc furnace. MRE is simpler than other steel production methods, and its lower TRL will be developed during ARTEMIS technology demonstrations. Polyethylene has many uses, one of which is to build best-in-class radiation shielding. It will be produced using a monomer synthesis micro-channel reactor and a slurry polymerization reactor. Rockwool can be made in the electric arc furnace by heating up basalt and limestone, and then processing the molten materials in a fiberizer, which spins the mixture rapidly to create the texture of rockwool. To create concrete similar to the durable Roman concrete recipe, we can use Martian regolith consisting of silicon dioxide, aluminum oxide, iron oxide, and titanium dioxide as aggregates, and calcium oxide as a binding agent. Water or humidity passing through cracks in the calcium oxide-rich concrete enables Roman concrete to self-heal by absorbing and depositing calcium oxide in the cracks [165].
Figure 3: Site Overview: Landing Pads, Roads, Power Generation, Villages. Water from glacier, natural radiation shielding from hill.
Makerspace - industrial capabilities for fabrication of parts: A large, flexible and efficient makerspace supports the fabrication of required parts from in-situ resources. By considering the primary objectives of flexible and relevant use, we selected the following major machinery: a 5-axis CNC mill, a powder-bed fusion metal 3D printer, a binder-jet metal 3D printer, and a fused deposition modelling (FDM) plastic 3D printer. This hardware is supported by auxiliary equipment, including common benchtop tools such as a bandsaw, miter saw, drill press, and hydraulic press; hand tools such as drills; and equipment for welding, grinding, and other post-processing and assembly operations. Furthermore, smaller, desktop 3D printers would be used to supplement the machine shop's existing capabilities. Safety is a critical concern, so first aid kits and fire extinguishers are located in every makerspace module.

The crew is also able to build, maintain and repair electronics on Mars. The electronics workstation includes digital multimeters, digital inductance-capacitance meters, oscilloscopes, network analyzers, logic analyzers, spectrum analyzers, power supplies. There are also soldering kits and rework stations for repairing devices and replacing components, as well as desktop CNC mills to fabricate printed circuit boards. On the software and design side, inclusion of a ‘standard’ set of boards and microcontrollers minimizes overhead.

Assembly - Robotics, human labor and artificial intelligence: Automation will be used where possible in the makerspace, however this concept is not reliant on extensive automation for assembly as every job is likely to have unique features. However, all rovers in the field can be tele-operated.

In-situ Technology Development: A side benefit of having 960 sq.m of makerspaces, machines and tools on Mars is that crew are likely to innovate in technology development. We believe that those who will be living and working on Mars will be best placed to come up with novel and innovative solutions to the problems they will face. A flexible makerspace is more likely to nurture innovation, when compared to a more rigid system dedicated to reproducing designs from Earth.

Intermediate Habitats: The intermediate habitats are designed around a modular inflatable unit which provides 249 m$^3$ of volume, 80 m$^2$ of floor space over two floors, 120 tons of water storage on the roof providing radiation shielding, water security and thermal management, a self-contained life support system with both open-loop and closed-loop capabilities, power, data, grey and dirty water interconnections, and up to six large openings to dock with other modules or rovers and build out a village. (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). The modules have been analyzed and designed for gravity and pressure loading using finite element analysis. The material of choice is Aluminum 6061-T6 due to its lightweight and ability to withstand subzero temperatures. The final mass of the structure is 32 tons per module. The detailed structural analysis can be found in Appendix H.

Village urban plan: Each village, shown in Fig. 3,4,5 consists of 31 interconnected hexagonal modules and 1 offsite waste processing and ore processing module. Thus, each village has almost 2,500 m$^2$ of floor space and almost 7,700 m$^3$ of volume to support nominally 18, but up to 36 persons in an emergency. For comparison, the International Space Station has about 983 m$^3$ of volume for six persons. The modules are arranged in a dense configuration for connectivity and radiation protection. The overall architectural plan will contribute to a sense of community and safety, in a space that will feel lived-in, while providing opportunities for privacy as well as socialization, essential work as well as self-expression, effective leadership as well as collective dialogue and reflection.

Earth-sized, quiet, radiation-shielded large private bedrooms are on the upper floors in the habitation zone. They are designed for comfort, personal time, but also socialization, ensuring a balanced circadian rhythm. The ground floors below are public spaces with various small facilities, such as art studios, music rooms, and gaming rooms, that will cater to the recreation needs of individuals with diverse personalities. Directly to the west of the habitation modules are two hygiene modules, which feature toilets and washbasins on the ground floor and showers and laundry machines on the upper floor. To the north and south, there are 10 farm modules with a total growing area of 800 m$^2$ per village, sufficient to meet the needs of the 18 inhabitants with a margin of 50%. The calculations are shown in Appendix F. The village also includes a Science module, Mission Control and a Terrarium. The science module has small labs on the ground floor, and an open collaborative desk-working space for scientists and researchers on the upper floor. The mission control module has is an open space for briefings and town halls, while the upper floor hosts the Mars Mission Control facilities. The terrarium module is double-height, with no upper floor, with trees planted in Terra Preta biochar (Black Earth) produced by the Waste Processing module. The terrarium offers an essential connection to nature, which will be vital for the emotional functioning and psychological grounding of crew members.
Figure 4: Village Zones and Modules: Farms, Habitation, Mission Utilization and Makerspaces

- **Gaming, art, music, table tennis at ground level of habitation zone**: 750 m$^3$
- **Habitable Rovers with 3 suitports**: x6
- **Makerspaces**: x6; 1500 m$^3$ per village
- **Mars Mission Control**
- **Science Module**
- **Spacious, quiet, and rad-shielded upper floor private bedrooms**: 39 m$^3$ each, 3 per , 18 total
- **24 m$^2$ pool with changing rooms above the bar**
- **‘Ten Forward’ Bar and SPE Storm Shelter**
- **Indoor Farms**: x10; 800 m$^2$ growing area per village
Permanent habitat construction: Upon arrival the crew begin excavating habitats in tunnels at a projected rate of 25 m³ per day by safely teleoperating the roadheaders and the regolith removal rovers using radio repeaters laid in the tunnels. Construction takes 3 years (see Appendix F for calculations), but it is possible to move in by the end of the second year.

Crew Health - Radiation budget and protection: The entire mission duration including time spent in round-trip transit, initial habitats, intermediate surface habitats, and final tunnel habitats subjects crew to radiation exposure in the form of solar particle events (SPEs) and galactic cosmic radiation (GCR). Starships provide shielding in the fast, 113 day transit legs and initial, 30-day habitat phase through 35 g/cm² polyethylene shielding in all directions. The cumulative radiation dose must not exceed 600 mSv for the 10-year surface mission [58,137]. On top of that, the crew should have a remaining dose budget available for surface exploration, to enable achieving the goals of the mission. Detailed calculations of radiation exposure in various habitat configurations reveals that spending a 7 year mission duration on the surface in habitats even with a 3m water shield on top and a 1m polyethylene shield on the sides results in >800 mSv cumulative dose. Therefore, in order to remain under the cumulative dose limit with time available for science and exploration, the architecture must include underground tunnels (Appendix C and F), as several meters of intact, compacted regolith provides shielding against GCRs that is not afforded by feasible levels of surface shielding. In all habitat configurations, crew are fully protected against SPEs.

Medical and psychosocial care: Medical capabilities will build on Artemis and ISS plans to enable autonomy in mission medical care. A complete healthcare system is needed to enable a long-duration human presence; a medical module is included in each village to include emergency medicine, outpatient care, preventative medicine, and dental capabilities as well as quarantine spaces. The large mission (36 crew) makes it possible to include several on-site medical specialties including emergency medicine, orthopedics, cardiology and psychiatry to address the most immediate threats to crew on Mars. Crew medical officers will be fully trained in general practice for non-emergency times. Non-emergency specialist needs will be met via AI-based diagnostics and telehealth, with specialists in Mission Support on Earth to address non-urgent medical needs that can be supported outside of the round-trip light-travel time window (43 minutes max). Psychosocial care is an integral part of crew health management, prioritizing recovery and resilience, sensitivity to personal transitions, and optimal functioning from a biopsychosocial perspective. Specialists offer individual counseling and psychotherapy and advise mission control on activities for psychosocial functioning and social cohesion.

The medical modules, one per village, provide a comprehensive Level V care facility, including advanced life support, basic surgical care, and ambulatory services [137]. The first floor includes an Imaging Unit with various diagnostic devices, a Pharmacy Unit processing supplements and managing medications, and a Doctor-on-call room for immediate medical response. Additionally, there are Exam rooms and an Emergency Department equipped for trauma care and first aid. The second floor stores medical supplies and features a Quarantine Unit with isolation capabilities, an Intensive Care Unit with various monitoring tools, and a Surgery Unit with complete surgical facilities. Medical equipment is mobile for versatile use across units.

Food and Life Support Systems Concurrent Design: The food and life support systems of the Mars colony are built on the principle of 100% food production, which poses significant challenges. Fluctuating food output and an imbalance of oxygen and CO₂ generation require food overproduction and storage, as well as a life support system with open and closed-loop capabilities that retains nitrogen while rejecting excess oxygen. All waste, including cabin air, is processed due to planetary maintenance considerations. Food production intersects nutrition, water management, and air revitalization, necessitating highly manufacturable systems for Mars. The makerspace used for system maintenance must be reliable and manufacturable, too. The village’s life support system, illustrated in Fig. 5, controls cabin environment, water sources and recovery, and waste disposal. It includes 31 independent systems per village - one per module - for redundancy and operational flexibility. Its design maximizes commonality and minimizes complexity, allowing for efficient crew responses to contingencies. The life support system collaborates with the food production system to manage atmospheric conditions. Martian air, rich in CO₂, is filtered and supplied to the biomass production system. The farm maintains slightly higher pressure, enabling differential flow to other modules, integrating a comprehensive biological, physical, and chemical life support system.

Food System Technologies: The primary mode of food production on Mars is based on hydroponics, specifically the Nutrient Film Technique as tested on the ISS. Nutrients for plant growth
Figure 5: Habitat Life Systems Diagram: Farms, Air revitalization and Water

Key:
- MAAF – Mars Atmospheric Air Filtration
- CRYO – Separates the CO₂ stream
- MOXIER – Oxygen from CO₂
- RGE – Rejected Gases Extraction
- CCAA – Common Cabin Air Assembly to process return air
- CDRA DGA – CO₂ removal using manufacturable diglycol amine
- FDLA – Fractional Distillation of Liquified Air to recover N₂
- PCA – Pressure Control Assembly to supply fresh air

Partly-open-loop ECLS path
- 1.6 tons of partly-open-loop and closed-loop ECLS systems under floor of each module
- Closed loop ECLS path
- 31-module, 7,980m³ village, with similar and dissimilar redundancy in ECLSS systems

Food, water systems
- Crew habitat systems
- Rooftop water tank in each module
- Farms share air with habitat and produce food, excess oxygen

Biomass Production System (x10)

Chemical – Mechanical Life Support Systems (x31)
are supplied from regolith and waste processing, extracting the necessary nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus and are recycled by the aquaponics system, which also doubles as a radiation shield. The remaining area is organized into shelves where crops will receive nutrients from the module’s main delivery system and lighting from LED light strips above each tray supplying the appropriate wavelengths for optimal growth. The nutrient will be pumped through each tray, flowing through the roots of the plants while Rockwool cubes housing the crops will maintain a healthy growing environment. Inedible or surplus biomass is fed to chicken to enrich the diet of the crew. A large variety of plants, including leafy greens, rooted vegetables, herbs & spices, fruiting crops, grains, legumes and mushrooms, along with aquatic protein (e.g. Tilapia, Jade Perch, Red Claw Crayfish) and animal protein (i.e., chicken and eggs), will provide varied nourishment and enable the expression of diverse cuisines. A full list of crops and livestock options is included in Appendix F.

**Specialized Life Support Technologies:** While inspiration and technically ready systems were chosen from past architectures such as the ISS, unique adaptations of life support systems were developed for our Martian site. A deep dive into our Mars-Habitat Air system is described in detail to show how we maintain N\(_2\) in our system, while removing excessive oxygen and adding essential CO\(_2\). With reference to Fig. 5, the return cabin air is handled by CCAA to remove particulates and trace contaminants and to control humidity and temperature. The CCAA is fitted with air handling, filters, dehumidifier, heat exchanger and Trace Contaminant Control (TCC), the latter using highly manufacturable thermally regenerated carbon beds (Russian). Then, the filtered, dehumidified air is put through our CDRA-DGA and Distillation to remove and collect CO\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O, followed by cryocooling and distillation to select only N\(_2\) with high (99.999%) purity. We store the N\(_2\) in our N\(_2\) tank and send the excess oxygen and other gases to the waste stream for offsite processing. Having removed moles of O\(_2\) from the habitat, for mass balance we must add an equal number of moles of oxygen in the form of CO\(_2\) and provide it to the farms. The 31 ECLSS modules thoroughly mix the air among them to support plants, animals and humans. In the event of failure or downtime of even a majority of modules, as few as 10 life support modules can support 36 persons. In case of a failure of the crops, oxygen generation capabilities will be provided by MOXIER, (Mars Oxygen ISRU Environment Re-creation), a scaled-up version of the successful MOXIE technology demonstration [87]. Atmospheric CO\(_2\) is obtained by pumping in from the Martian atmosphere and separating from N\(_2\) and Ar in cryogenic chambers, to then be heated to high temperatures for solid oxide electrolysis.

Thus, in any anomalous condition of localized atmospheric imbalances, and in any off-nominal state of the distributed, modular physical-chemical-bioregenerative life support system, Mars Mission Control (MCC) can select their response among a large range of options. Moreover, the substantial size of the architecture means that the atmospheric composition mixes easily and the averages change more slowly compared to smaller villages, magnifying the control authority margins and increasing the time available to MCC to respond.

**Design for manufacturability and maintainability:** The overall life support system for one village to thrive has been studied in some detail, along with the estimated flow rates and potential for manufacturability on Mars. Using manufacturability as the primary design criterion, our entire system is targeted to be approximately 91% manufacturable by mass in steady-state. Each module of the habitat contains the systems shown in Fig. 5 while sharing a unified monitoring and control system. UPA will be located in the Hygiene modules and Medical modules. An assumed efficiency rate of 90% is used for all processes to determine the necessary inputs, with an additional safety factor of 1.5 being implemented in the design process. To demonstrate that manufacturability of this system is feasible, a deep dive of the ECLSS Air system was completed to five levels, where level five contains part level descriptions. In Table 2, the manufacturability of level 4 systems within ECLSS-Air System (Level 3) is shown. Level 5 part breakdown and its manufacturability is available within Appendix F.

**Waste management:** All gas, liquid and solid waste streams are sent to an offsite module where
they will be processed using pyrolysis and incineration. The outputs are sterilized gases, inert solids and useful byproducts such as biochar (Terra Preta), recovered nutrients and building materials.

**Science and Exploration:** The entire architecture was developed by "architecting from the right" to ensure availability of crew time and sufficient radiation mitigation to support science and exploration. Moreover, our thriving Martians operating out of a safe and happy community are more likely to produce ground-breaking science results. In support of this, one 249 m³ module and six habitable rovers per village are provided to support science and exploration. Specific equipment is open for later determination, but at a minimum ground-penetrating radar, geotechnical equipment and mass spectrometers will be included.

**Mars Mission Control:** Mission Control for our crew is located on Mars. Each village has three Mission Controllers and a module devoted to Mission Control, as shown in Fig. 4. All surface, mobile and Mars-orbiting systems can be monitored, diagnosed or teleoperated from here. One village will have the live Mars Mission Control Center and the other will serve as backup, running simulations. Mission Control will utilize principles of transformative and collaborative leadership to transform challenges into opportunities for growth.

**8 Risk Management and Mitigation**

The entire Pale Red Dot architecture and project plan was designed to mitigate risks to human health and the mission. We considered risks across several categories: endurance, human factors, health and well-being, mission infrastructure, delays in technology maturation, cost growth, and the mission’s ability to endure for ten years. The overall system architecture was iterated to negate, avoid, or mitigate those identified risks. The Pale Red Dot CONOPS also includes steps throughout the system design and development phase to further mitigate risks and allow early detection of other unknown risks. Due to the large scope of the architecture, the Risk Register detailing 25 risks with preemptive and corrective mitigations is included in Appendix A. A sample of three risks related to energy, endurance and a systemic design flaw and their mitigations is presented in Fig. 6.

![Figure 6: Sample of Risk Register (full Risk Register in Appendix A)](image)

**Human Factors Contingencies: Analog Development and Testing:** Given the novelty of our architecture, we have designed and executed a pilot Pale Red Dot analog mission to validate certain aspects of the design. A novel analog is necessary for testing the large-scale multi-site architecture, including the psychosocial aspects of large crew dynamics and governance and to what extent a growth-oriented architecture, with an emphasis on thriving and not just surviving, will enable that sense of home and well-being that will be required for such a long-term mission. Taking into account judge feedback from the proposal stage, we have developed the first known study of a multi-site mission architecture that investigates the responses to inter- and intra-village conflict, as well as emergency response procedures through a series of simulated contingency and emergency events. Each crewmember is assigned to a primary and secondary survival-related profession and asked to select an expression-related profession. Throughout the mission, participants are asked to complete a daily psychosocial questionnaire to evaluate changes in perception of the lived experience in response to contingencies and emergencies, and also to complete a daily diary entry with...
prompts that investigate the interactions with and perceptions of crew both within the same village and in the other village. Embedded investigators record observations via structured data entry to capture crew dynamics in response to simulated conflict, contingency, and emergency scenarios.

This analog mission has received approval for human subjects testing (MIT COUHES Protocol #2302000904) and took place from May 27th - June 1st, 2023 near Grafton Notch State Park, Maine. Results will be presented at the Forum and will constitute a proof-of-concept test of both the crew dynamics and emergency operations procedures uniquely enabled by the multi-site architecture described here. Future development includes plans for a higher-fidelity analog facility to de-risk the overall architecture and train crew.

9 Cost and Feasibility

**Total launches and total mass launched:** Details on all launches, launch fairing packaging, method for unloading modules to the surface of Mars, monthly launch density and the dependencies / critical paths among them are provided in the CONOPS infographic Figure 2 and the number of launches and total mass is summarized in the table inset in Fig. 7.

**Cost Metrics:** The total lifetime cost of the architecture is $81,148 m and the peak annual cost is $6,639 m. The cost per mission-value full-time equivalent (MVFTE) crew member per year is $290 m if we include all unallocated time over and above survival-related work and non-work personal and social time. Calculations are shown in Appendix 5.

**Cost and benefit sharing with international partners:** We've analyzed the budgets of all NASA's Artemis Accord partners and the International Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISECG). Conversations with a senior ESA official suggest that ESA (and hence, also potentially JAXA) could contribute up to $10bn in equipment each for a Mars mission. Without counting other possible contributions, such as from Canada, Korea, or India, the ESA and JAXA contributions could offset up to 25% of total mission costs. Our large architecture choice allows for international and commercial partnership, sharing costs following successful models like Commercial Crew and CLPS.

This results in total cost of $81,148 million for two 36-person crews, and cost per full-time-equivalent person per year on Mars will free time for science, exploration and contingencies is $290 million. DDT&E costs for each unique module were anchored on the successful Falcon 9 development ($400m) while manufacturing and operations costs were anchored on New Space practices and costs. A PCEC calculation (not shown) produced a result about an order of magnitude higher, matching the finding from Zapatata that Falcon 9 would have cost $4 billion to develop if it had been done in the traditional cost-plus approach embodied in PCEC [198].

10 Discussion and conclusions

Pale Red Dot presents a resilient system architecture for supporting a large astronaut team on Mars for a decade, with multi-redundant designs sustainable for multiple missions and enabling permanent Martian presence. This large, distributed structure prioritizes safety, scientific exploration, growth, in-situ technology development, and includes all Artemis Accord partners. We believe that Pale Red Dot, with its large tent that has room for dozens of international and commercial partners, will turn out to be more sustainable technically, financially, and politically than a smaller project that has much less room for error when it comes to dealing with unexpected, potentially mission-ending contingencies.
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